To identify proteins expressed in Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 during exponential growth in defined medium, we separated soluble proteins of E. coli over two dimensions of native-state high-performance liquid chromatography, and examined the components of the protein mixtures in each of 380 fractions by peptide mass fingerprinting. To date, we have identified the products of 310 genes covering a wide range of cellular functions. Validation of protein assignments was made by comparing the assignments of proteins to specific first-dimension fractions to proteins visualized by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Co-fractionation of proteins suggests the possible identities of components of multiprotein complexes. This approach yields high-throughput gelindependent identification of proteins. It can also be used to assign identities to spots visualized by twodimensional gels, and should be useful to evaluate differences in expressed proteome content and protein complexes among strains or between different physiological states.
Introduction
Proteomics involves the identification of the complement of proteins expressed in a cell (Washburn and Yates, 2000) . As the best studied organism, Escherichia coli has been used for proteomic studies since long before the term proteomics was coined (Wilkins et al ., 1996) . Comparative proteomic analysis under different growth or stress conditions have been used to establish the members of a variety of regulons (VanBogelen et al ., 1999a,b) . This information has, in many cases, suggested mechanisms for how E. coli responds to a variety of physiological changes.
Traditionally, global studies of protein content have relied on two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, which can resolve thousands of spots corresponding to individual proteins (O'Farrell, 1975) . Identification of the genes encoding the proteins in each spot has always been more difficult. Recent advances in microsequencing and mass spectrometry, combined with the availability of the complete genome sequence of E. coli (Blattner et al ., 1997) , allow the identification of proteins from either the sequences of single peptides or even the masses of a number of peptides (Pappin et al ., 1993) . Nevertheless, whether or not a particular spot can be identified is still difficult to predict. Thus, although thousands of spots can be resolved on two-dimensional gels of E. coli proteins, spot identification has only been successful for hundreds of gene products (Hoogland et al ., 2000; Tonella et al ., 2001) .
The technical challenges of high-throughput protein identification by two-dimensional gels has driven the development of alternative approaches (Gygi et al., 2000; Washburn and Yates, 2000; Wolters et al., 2001) . Recently, gel-independent proteomics methods have been applied to microorganisms. Washburn et al. (2001) identified 1484 gene products from Saccharomyces cerevisiae , including membrane and low-abundance proteins, by analysis of tryptic peptides produced from wholecell digests. Peptides were separated by multidimensional capillary high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and identified with high-throughput tandem mass spectrometry. Pre-fractionating the cells before running twodimensional electrophoresis has also been performed with some success (Butt et al., 2001) .
The two-dimensional gel approach and the peptide identification approach have many complementary strengths and weaknesses. Rabilloud (2002) compared the effectiveness of two-dimensional electrophoresis versus two-dimensional gel-free approaches, such as SDS-PAGE MS, or the variety of MS/MS approaches for their suitability to answer various questions in proteomics. At present, quantification of protein levels, synthesis, and stability are all done more reliably on two-dimensional gels. Identification of proteins from peptide fingerprinting and/or peptide sequencing allows identification of more gene products, although validation of identified proteins may be problematic in some cases (Rabilloud, 2002) .
Both of these approaches share one important weakness: the denaturation of the proteins at the first step leads to the loss of all native-state information. In particular, information about protein-protein interactions is destroyed, including the subunit identities of stable multisubunit proteins and protein complexes. In traditional protein biochemistry, this information is derived from determining what polypeptides cofractionate with a protein during purification.
Here, we describe the application of a different, complementary, gel-independent proteomics method to study the expressed proteome of E. coli . Our approach can be described as combining traditional protein biochemistry with mass spectrometry-based analytical methods to identify proteins. Proteins are fractionated under nondenaturing conditions and identification of proteins in the resultant mixtures was carried out only after the separation. Using this approach, we identified similar numbers of gene products as have been found from twodimensional gels and, in combination with published identities from two-dimensional gels, we describe the largest set of protein identifications from E. coli to date. In addition, patterns of cofractionation suggest identities for a large number of possible protein-protein interactions.
Results

Two-dimensional native-state chromatographic separation of soluble proteins
Our general approach is shown in Fig. 1A . Whole-cell lysates are fractionated over two dimensions of nativestate HPLC, a strong anion exchange column (AIX), followed by a second separation on a hydrophobic interaction resin (HIC). Proteins in each fraction are then digested with trypsin and identified from the masses of tryptic fragments, which are determined by matrixassisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. Figure 1B and C shows the separation of the clarified crude lysate of E. coli . For the first dimension anion exchange, we utilized a shallow, segmented salt gradient to distribute the proteins roughly equally over 19 proteincontaining fractions plus flow-through (Fig. 1B) . About 20% of the total protein by weight is in the flow-through, which was processed separately (see below). The large peak of UV-absorbing material in fractions 22-25 contains primarily nucleic acids (data not shown). Figure 1C shows the elution profile for a typical second dimension separation of one of the 19 anion-exchange fractions after HIC. The two dimensions of chromatography separate the soluble proteins into 380 fractions. Many of these individual fractions contain 5-20 proteins visible by silver staining of one-dimensional SDS gels (data not shown). The separation was performed four times, using lysates from independent cultures. Two different pH conditions (pH 7.50 and pH 8.75) were used for the anion-exchange step and two lysates were processed at each pH.
Proteins from the ion-exchange flow-through
Approximately 20% of the protein by mass flowed through the ion-exchange column. As this is the only fraction that A. Flowchart. Clarified crude lysates of Escherichia coli MG1655 first separated over an anion exchange (AIX) column, collected into 20 fractions, either run on a two-dimensional polyacrylamide electrophoresis (PAGE) or separated over a hydrophobic interaction resin (HIC). These fractions are digested and identified using matrixassisted laser desorption ionization-delayed extraction reflectrontime-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-DE-R-TOF MS) and peptide mass fingerprinting. B. Chromatogram of first dimension separations. Typical chromatogram trace for cell lysates separated on SOURCE 15Q anionexchange column (pH 7.50). Traces show UV 280 nm absorbing material, gradient (NaCl) and the bars quantify the protein in each fraction by Bradford assay. C. Typical chromatogram for second dimension fractionation, in this case, of AIX fraction #16.
contains such a high amount of protein, we suspected that 30S and 50S ribosomal subunits were in the ion-exchange flow through. Consistent with this possibility, fractionation of the flow-though via a Superose 12 size-exclusion column revealed RNA and abundant proteins in the void volume consistent with the presence of a ribonucleoprotein complex >300 000 MW (data not shown). MALDI-MS and peptide mass fingerprinting identified several ribosomal proteins in the ion-exchange flow-through refractionated by cation-exchange chromatography or SDS-PAGE (data not shown). Tandem mass spectrometry performed on trypsinized ion-exchange flow-through using a Thermo Finnigan LCQ Deca identified an additional 18 ribosomal proteins from peptide sequences (data not shown) and no attempts were made to identify the remaining proteins in the ion-exchange flow-through in this study.
Protein identification
The masses of tryptic peptides from digestion of each fraction were determined by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-delayed extraction reflectron-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-DE-R-TOF) as described in Experimental procedures . Figure 2 shows a MALDI-DE-R-TOF spectrum from one of the HIC fractions. In total, nearly 2000 spectra were collected and annotated for their peptide masses. The average mass error (m/z) for each fraction was 20 p.p.m., with a standard deviation of 20 p.p.m.
Proteins in each fraction were identified by recursive matching of observed peptide masses from tryptic digests to peptides predicted in the E. coli genome as described in Experimental procedures . 
Comparison with proteins observed by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
To test the validity of our protein assignments, we compared the proteins identified in each AIX fraction to the proteins observed by two-dimensional PAGE. Figure 3 shows two-dimensional gels for the 19 fractions from the first dimension of chromatography. To generate a list of proteins we expect to see on each gel, we merged assignments made from MS data of second dimension (HIC) fractions for each of the AIX fractions. We then examined the appropriate two-dimensional gel for a spot migrating at the expected MW and pI. As many proteins seen on two-dimensional gels migrate at positions that differ significantly from their predicted positions (Link et al ., 1997) , Fig. 2 . Typical MALDI-DE-R-TOF spectrum for a protein digest from a second dimension column fraction. MALDI-MS was performed on column fractions, peak annotation was performed using GRAMS 32 software, and data were exported for peptide mass fingerprinting with MS -FIT . The inset shows the well resolved mono-isotopic distribution of an individual tryptic fragment in this spectrum. we used published and indexed two-dimensional gel maps of E. coli (Hoogland et al., 2000; Tonella et al., 2001 ; see http://expasy.org/ch2d/) to identify spots wherever possible. By combining predicted spot positions with known spot migrations, we can examine the correlation between our protein assignments and spots that can be identified on the two-dimensional gels. Figure 4 shows one example of an annotated twodimensional gel. In this case, we can correlate 16 out of the 17 proteins we identify with spots on the twodimensional gel. For this gel, only one protein identified from the MS data, GreA, did not match a corresponding spot. Figure 4 indicates the predicted and actual migration of GreA as 'Q' and 'R' respectively. As a control, we randomly selected bins of 30 proteins from our complete list of 310 identified proteins, and attempted to match them to the positions of the observed spots for several gels (data not shown). Only two of these randomly selected proteins matched a spot at the appropriate MW and pI; one of them was in the list of expected proteins Fig. 3 . Two-dimensional gels of anion exchange (AIX) (SOURCE 15Q) fractions. Approximately 300 m g of protein from each AIX fraction was subjected to two-dimensional PAGE analysis and stained with Coomassie blue. Isoelectric focusing was done using IPG strips with a non-linear pH 3-11 gradient. Gels are numbered by the AIX fractions that were run. identified in the corresponding fraction. Thus, the correlation between the proteins identified by MS and those observed on the gel is much better than would be expected by chance.
In addition to the spots identified with MS correlation, all of the gels resolved spots with identities that could not be assigned from MS data for that fraction. Some of these are clearly multiple spots produced from the same protein; indeed, some of these are annotated in databases of E. coli proteins identified by two-dimensional gels. In other cases, we can make assignments when the same spot is seen in gels from a series of contiguous fractions, reflecting the changing abundance of each protein as it elutes from the ion exchange column. Although the protein might not be identified by MS in one fraction, it could be identified in one or more of the contiguous fractions. For example, we can see the spot marked 1 in Fig. 4 on gels from AIX fractions 9-13. In AIX fraction 17, this spot is unidentified, but in AIX fractions 18, 20, 21 and 22 it is identified as DnaK, the major Hsp70 homologue in E. coli . We also observe several spots such as spot 2, which could not be identified unambiguously by either MALDI-MS or comparison with published gel annotations. Out of the 219 unique proteins we identify at pH 7.50, we can assign spots on the two-dimensional gels for 109 of them (57%). Out of these, 41 (38%) were not previously annotated in the SWISS-2D database.
Classification of proteins identified by function, pI/MW and abundance
To determine whether our method is biased toward or against particular kinds of proteins, we compared the kinds of proteins found in E. coli fractions to the different gene classes defined by Blattner et al. and the Riley laboratory web page (Fig. 5) . We find proteins predicted to be in all of the functional classes, but fewer proteins annotated as membrane proteins (transport, cell structure) are seen than would be expected in a random sampling. This is probably a consequence of how we prepared our samples, which requires that proteins remain soluble. We recover a greater fraction of proteins involved in metabo- lism, which probably reflects abundance more than gene function.
We also examined the predicted pI and molecular weights of the proteins we identified and compared them to the distribution of pI and molecular weights of all of the annotated open reading frames (ORFs) in the E. coli genome (Fig. 6 ). For comparison, we examined the distribution of proteins seen in the SWISS-2DPAGE database. SWISS-2DPAGE identified very few proteins for pI ranges above 7.0. The proteins we observe cover the whole pI range observed for the genome, with a slight bias toward proteins with pIs between 4 and 6. This may reflect the pIs of proteins in the optimal separation range for the anion exchange step, and/or it could be a consequence of a bias against very basic proteins, which would tend to be in the flow-through of the anion exchange column. Only 18.3% of the proteins we identified have a predicted pI above 7.0, whereas the expected frequency for the genome is 35.5%. Two-dimensional gel data has an expected bias toward proteins that resolve well by isoelectric focusing. Only 7.7% of the SWISS-2D identifications have a predicted pI above 7.0. Both methods mirror the genomic distribution in molecular weight, and recover very few small peptides/proteins. This partially reflects the fact that smaller proteins, on average, have fewer diagnostic tryptic peptides than larger proteins. As expected from the gel-independence of our methods, we identify more lowmolecular-weight proteins that do not resolve well on conventional SDS-PAGE.
All proteome methods to identify expressed proteins are biased toward those that are abundant. As direct measurements of abundance are not available for most E. coli proteins, we used two criteria to evaluate the correlation between our protein identifications and the actual abundance of the proteins. First, we examined the overlap between our identifications and the proteins for which synthetic rates have been measured by pulselabelling and two-dimensional electrophoresis. In E. coli strain W3110 grown in minimal MOPS + glucose, under similar growth phase conditions, 51 proteins were indexed by Neidhardt et al. (VanBogelen et al ., 1996) . All 51 of these were identified in our study. Assuming that the quantification made from pulse-labelled cells approximates the steady-state levels of proteins, from their data we detect proteins with the lowest stated abundance of ≥ 0.2% of total protein, or about 500 copies per cell. This agrees well with reconstruction experiments we performed using known amounts of betagalactosidase spiked into column fractions, where we estimate sensitivity of about 250 copies per cell (data not shown). However, our absolute detection sensitivity is more limited by ion-suppression of more abundant peptides and low-abundance proteins diluted over multiple fractions than lack of ability to recover lowabundance proteins.
We also examined the expression levels of each protein predicted from sequence analysis. Karlin and Mrázek (2000) described an algorithm to predict abundance based on comparing codon usage of a gene of interest to that of several abundant protein classes, including ribosomal proteins, chaperonins and translation factors. The predicted expression level is expressed as an E(g) ratio, where values greater than 1 are considered to be 'predicted highly expressed' or (PHX). Figure 7 compares the distribution of E(g) values for the proteins we identified to the values for all of the annotated genes from E. coli K-12; 39% of our identifications fall within the PHX class, whereas only 8% of the proteins in the genome are predicted to have an E(g) value > 1.0. Proteins identified in the SWISS-2DPAGE gel database have a similar distribution as the proteins we identify by our method; 45% of the SWISS-2D identifications have E(g) values greater than 1.0. We seem to find more proteins from the lower expression classes.
Correlation with gene expression assayed by DNA microarrays
We examined the correlation between the 310 proteins we identified and gene expression by performing microarray experiments to identify expressed mRNAs. In total RNA prepared from three independent cultures grown under identical conditions to those used for protein samples, we observed 3860 genes expressed at >4 SD above the Fig. 7 . Predicted expression levels for identified proteins. E(g) value distributions were determined for the proteins identified in this study (black), and the entire annotated SWISS-2DPAGE for E. coli (grey) and the MG1655 genome (inset). Vertical black lines indicate the cut-off for genes that are in the PHX class (predicted highly expressed).
background in all three cultures. In published array experiments, expression of similar numbers of genes is observed in exponential phase cultures of the same E. coli strain also growing in minimal glucose medium (Tao et al ., 1999; Courcelle et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2001) . Hybridization was observed for 94% (290 out of 310) of the genes encoding the proteins we observed.
Co-fractionation of native complexes
Because multiprotein complexes should remain intact through both chromatographic dimensions, it may be possible to identify protein complexes by analysing chromatographic cofractionation of subunits. The general idea is to apply a 'guilt by association' analysis to our entire proteome snapshot. In 10 cases, gene names suggest that two or more cofractionating proteins share a common function. However, simply examining the cofractionation over two columns is likely to generate a very high background of false positives. Proteins in the same fraction could cofractionate because they are physically associated or because they just happen to fractionate similarly. In traditional purification protocols, coincidental cofractionation is reduced by either increasing the specificity of purification steps (e.g. affinity chromatography) or adding more steps to the purification (additional chromatographic steps).
Instead of adding additional purification steps to the separation, we performed parallel separations in which the pH of the buffers used in the anion exchange step was changed. 'pH scouting' is often used to optimize ion exchange separations and is based on how titration of ionizable surface groups on the protein alters their elution positions. At either pH, stable complexes will coelute from the anion exchange column, whereas proteins in the same fraction by coincidence are free to migrate elsewhere, depending on their individual chromatographic properties. This is illustrated by PheS and PheT, the a and b subunits, respectively, of an a 2 b 2 heterotetrameric tRNA charging enzyme. PheS and PheT cofractionate at both pH 7.50 and pH 8.75. At pH 7.50, eight other proteins are found in the same fractions as PheS and PheT: AccA, AceE, AsnS, GltB, GroES, RfbB, RpsA and Tig. At pH of 8.75, RplJ and Tig are found cofractionating with PheS and PheT. As Tig is an abundant chaperonin, it is likely that its interaction with PheS and PheT is non-specific or coincidental.
By applying this analysis to all of the proteins we identified 125 pairs of proteins that cofractionated at both pH 7.50 and pH 8.75 (Table 2 ). These potential interactions include several like PheS and PheT that have been previously described or that seem plausible from functional annotations. This is clearly an underestimate of the stable complexes: known complexes such as RNA core polymerase a 2 bb¢ and the ClpX, ClpP E. coli proteosome were identified as cofractionating in only one sample, or only at one pH.
Discussion
Identities of expressed proteins
Understanding the physiology of a cell involves knowing what proteins are expressed under a given set of circumstances. Although powerful methods for genome-wide expression profiling based on examining mRNA are widely available, the correlation between mRNA and protein levels is imperfect, and direct examination of cellular protein content is needed. Although two-dimensional gels have been applied to catalogue the expressed proteins in E. coli for many years, a variety of technical issues prevent efficient identification of the genes that encode the proteins seen as thousands of spots on twodimensional gels. For example, protein recovery from gels is often low, samples are sometimes difficult to digest in situ, and the loading capacity of gels limits the amount of material that can be recovered from spots. Nevertheless, combining multiple two-dimensional gels with microsequencing or mass spectrometry has allowed the identification of 273 proteins from E. coli in midexponential phase growth in minimal glucose medium (Tonella et al., 2001) .
Above, we describe a complementary gel-independent approach based on multidimensional liquid chromatography. Although the resolution of chromatography is much lower than gel electrophoresis, the samples obtained are much more efficiently processed for protein identification using the power of mass spectrometry to deconvolute complex mixtures of proteins found in chromatographic fractions. Using this method, we identified 310 proteins expressed in exponential-phase E. coli growing in M9 glucose media supplemented with amino acids (casein hydrolysate).
Figure 8 compares our results with the SWISS-2DPAGE proteome from E. coli (Hoogland et al., 2000) . Taken together, our studies and the SWISS-2D PAGE identify 467 proteins. Out of these, 116 were identified by both studies, whereas the native-state LC/LC MS approach described here identified 194 proteins that were not previously annotated in the SWISS-2DPAGE database. The SWISS-2DPAGE database identified 157 proteins that were not seen in our experiments. Clearly, the two methods complement each other to provide a more complete understanding of the protein content of E. coli than either would alone.
Although our primary reason for performing a parallel analysis of column fractions by both peptide mass fingerprinting and two-dimensional gels was to validate the identifications made by the former, the concordance between a predicted pI/MW for a protein identified by mass fingerprinting and a spot on a gel also can be used to assign an identity to the spot without having to recover protein or peptides from the gels. In this way, we assigned identities to 41 spots that were previously unidentified in the SWISS-2D database.
Neither our method nor the combination of our method with two-dimensional gels is detecting all of the proteins we expect to be present in the cell. Although determining the number of expressed proteins from two-dimensional gels requires making assumptions about the number of spots per protein, estimates of about 1000-3000 expressed proteins are in reasonable agreement with the number of expressed E. coli genes seen by microarray experiments (see above and A. Khodursky, personal communication). Why aren't we identifying 70-90% of the proteins we expect to see? Although some are likely to be in the fractions we were not able to process, for example, membrane proteins in the insoluble pellet and proteins in the flow-through from the ion-exchange column, these are unlikely to account for the bulk of the proteins we are missing.
Because MALDI-TOF is capable of exquisite sensitivity with pure peptides, the amount of material in our samples is not limiting. However, peptides in mixtures compete for ionization, leading to suppression of the weaker signals. ACEA  PNP  DAPD  PURT  GREA  GUAA  PROA  GLNS  SUCC  CYSK  ACKA  FABI  DAPD  SSPA  GREA  PPA  PROS  FABI  TALB  PYRH  ACKA  TSF  DNAK  LYSS  GROS  TIG  PROS  PURH  THRC  ASPC  ADK  GAPA  DNAK  TYPA  GUAA  DAPA  PROS  TSF  TIG  ASNS  AHPC  GLNS  DUT  GND  GUAA  GREA  PROS  TUFA  TIG  GROS  AHPC  TRPC  ENO  GND  GUAA  PPA  PURA  GLTA  TIG  GUAB  ALAS  YADF  ENO  SERC  GUAA  YCHF  PURA  KBL  TIG  PHES  ARGD  FUSA  FABI  ACKA  GUAB  TIG  PURA  TKTA  TIG  PHET  ARGG  ISCS  FABI  PROS  HISC  YADF  PURF  ARGG  TIG  RFBB  ARGG  PURF  FABI  PURH  ILES  ASPC  PURF  ISCS  TIG  RPLJ  ARGH  CLPP  FABI  TSF  INFB  LYSS  PURF  PNP  TIG  RPSA  ARGH  FUSA  FABI  YADF  ISCS  ARGG  PURF  TYPA  TKTA  GLTA  ARGI  GCVT  FDX  LPDA  ISCS  CLPP  PURH  FABI  TKTA  PURA  AROA  DAPD  FUSA  ARGD  ISCS  PNP  PURH  PROS  TKTA  TSF TALB  TSF  PROS  ASNS  SERS  GCVT  ASPS  LYSS  INFB  RFBB  ASNS  TSF  PURH  ASNS  TIG  GCVT  CYSK  NDK  DAPD  RFBB  RPSA  TSF  RPLI  ASNS  TUFA  GCVT  NDK  NDK  GCVT  RFBB  TIG  TSF  TKTA  ASNS  VALS  GCVT  PYKF  NDK  PYKF  RPLI  TSF  TSF  TUFA  ASPC  DAPD  GLNS  AHPC  NUSA  PNP  RPLJ  ASNS  TUFA  ASNS  ASPC  ILES  GLNS  PROA  NUSA  SLYD  RPLJ  TIG  TUFA  GLTA  ASPC  THRC  GLNS  TRPC  NUSA  SPEB  RPSA  ASNS  TUFA  PROS  ASPS  GCVT  GLTA  ASNS  NUSA  YICC  RPSA  FUSA  TUFA  PURH  ASPS  GND  GLTA  PURA  PGI  AROK  RPSA  RFBB  TUFA  TKTA  ASPS  KBL  GLTA  TKTA  PGI  CYSK  RPSA  SERS  TUFA  TSF  BGLA  YFBU  GLTA  TSF  PHES  PHET  RPSA  TIG  TYPA  DNAK  CLPP  ARGH  GLTA  TUFA  PHES  TIG  RPSA  VALS  TYPA  PNP  CLPP  ISCS  GLTX  GND  PHET  PHES  RSUA  VALS  TYPA  PURF  CYSK  AROK  GLTX  PPA  PHET  TIG  SERC  ENO  VALS  ASNS  CYSK  DAPD  GLYA  GAPA  PNP  ACEA  SERC  GLYA  VALS  FUSA  CYSK  GCVT  GLYA  SERC  PNP  ISCS  SERS  ASNS  VALS  RPSA  CYSK  PGI  GLYA  TPIA  PNP  NUSA  SERS  RPSA  VALS  RSUA  CYSK  PYKF  GLYA  YIFE  PNP  PURF  SLYD  ISCS  YADF  ALAS  CYSK  SUCC  GND  ASPS  PNP  SLYD  SLYD  NUSA  YADF  FABI  DAPA  ASNS  GND  DUT  PNP  TYPA  SLYD  PNP  YADF  HISC  DAPA  GUAA  GND  ENO  PNP  YICC  SLYD  SPEB  YADF  PURH  DAPA  KDGK  GND  GLTX  PPA  DAPA  SLYD  YICC  YCHF  GUAA  DAPA  PPA  GND  GOR  PPA  GLTX  SPEB  NUSA  YFBU  BGLA  DAPD  AROA  GND  KBL  PPA  GND  SPEB  SLYD  YICC  NUSA  DAPD  ASPC  GND  PPA  PPA  GREA  SPEE  FUSA  YICC  PNP  DAPD  CYSK  GOR  GND  PPA  GUAA  SSPA  DAPD  YICC  SLYD  DAPD  NDK  GPMA  GAPA  PPIB  TSF  SSPA  PURN  YIFE  GLYA The 125 pairs are shown as 250 entries; each pair is listed with each partner first to aid finding proteins of interest.
The two chromatographic separations used here help to alleviate that problem relative to unfractionated extracts, where extremely abundant ribosomal proteins dominate the spectra. However, the complexity of our mixtures even after chromatography limits the numbers of proteins we can identify, possibly due to incomplete digestion, and the ability to identify enough tryptic peptides from each polypeptide for an unambiguous assignment for some proteins.
Recently, high resolution separation of tryptic peptides by multidimensional HPLC and mass spectrometric analysis of peptides and peptide fragments produced by collision-induced dissociation have been used to provide a large-scale analysis of the yeast proteome . Based on the published work on yeast, this approach would be expected to identify many more proteins in either our column fractions or in tryptic digests of the unfractionated E. coli lysates. Although tandem MS approaches yield greater numbers of identifications, the large amounts of instrument time and computational power required to search the data make it impractical for rapid identification of proteins and interrogating multiple physiologic states. Performing our type of analysis on all 380 fractions generated by the two chromatographic dimensions used here would involve prohibitive amounts of instrument time (weeks) with current technology.
Protein complexes
Identification of expressed polypeptides as the products of specific genes provides information about gene expression, but it is important to remember Benzer's modification of the 'one gene-one enzyme' hypothesis of Beadle and Tatum (Beadle, 1945) to 'one cistron-one polypeptide.' Individual polypeptides are not equivalent to proteins because proteins have quaternary structure and are often composed of multiple subunits. Indeed, it is becoming clear that many intracellular processes are carried out by larger multisubunit complexes than had been imagined previously (Alberts, 1998) .
For these reasons, major efforts are ongoing to map the 'interactomes' in several organisms by a variety of techniques including large-scale two-hybrid studies (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001) , protein chips (Nelson et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2001; Rabilloud, 2002) , and identification of proteins that coimmunoprecipitate or co-purify with specific baits for which there are antibodies (Tong et al., 2002) or expressed versions with affinity tags (Gavin et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002) . Although each of these methods is able to identify a subset of the interactions known to occur in a proteome, all of them identify only subsets of the previously known interactions and, presumably, only subsets of the unknown interactions they seek to find. In addition to high fractions of false negatives, each approach has its own kinds of false positives.
In our approach, cofractionation through partial purification provides suggestive evidence for interactions. Copurification is the classical method of biochemical identification of the subunits in a multisubunit protein; whatever remains at a reasonable stoichiometry after an activity is purified to homogeneity or near homogeneity is considered to be a subunit. Purification to homogeneity is impractical on a genome-wide scale for two reasons: first, because of the exponential increase in the scale of the experiment with the addition of each fractionation and, second, because there is no universal assay by which to follow the activities of all possible complexes.
Instead, we examined the concordance of cofractionating proteins through parallel partial purifications. In each individual preparation any given protein complex is contaminated by many other proteins that co-purify coincidentally. If we can use conditions that differentially change the elution of proteins, then we should find a different subset of the proteome contaminating the same complex. Subunits of stable complexes should stay together through all of our purification steps.
As with other proteomics methods, our method will include both false positives and false negatives. False positives will occur simply because some proteins will co-purify coincidentally over both of our fractionation schemes. Here, we used two different pHs in the ion exchange dimension as our different schemes. The changes in elution position that we need to alter the spectrum of contaminants seem to be larger for the weakly charged proteins that elute from the column first than for the more strongly anionic proteins that elute later at higher salt concentrations. This is as expected; these proteins are probably enriched for acidic residues that do not titrate significantly over the pH range we used. In addition, the titration of ionizable groups in these proteins will have a smaller effect as a fraction of the total charge compared with the more weakly anionic proteins. Despite these limitations, the use of two pHs has already significantly reduced the background of coincidental co-purification. Other fractionation schemes that are based on larger differences in the physical basis for separation may reduce the false positives further.
False negatives have two major sources. First, we know from the long history of protein biochemistry that some complexes will not survive the purification steps. Cell lysis and fractionation involve significant dilution from intracellular conditions, and the changes in salt and pH that accompany each fractionation step, as well as binding to the chromatographic matrices per se, will disrupt some complexes. Second, the low density of protein identifications in each experiment will lead to missed identifications of proteins that are successfully co-purified. This is clearly happening in our experiments for some known complexes, including RNA polymerase core. Although we identify the a subunit of RNA polymerase in each of the four expressed proteomes, and b and b¢ are seen on gels in the expected fractions, diagnostic peptides for b and b¢ were only found in one out of four experiments.
Despite these caveats, 125 pairs of putative interactions are detected in our experiments. Several are either known or plausible from the operon structure of the genes involved. Further study will be needed to determine which of the interactions represent real complexes.
Future applications for E. coli and other bacteria
The prospect of efficiently assigning gene identities to expressed proteins provides renewed impetus to the analysis of the expressed proteome as a function of bacterial physiology. It is important to note that the approach described here is more accessible to small laboratories than most other large-scale proteomics methods; although the process is clearly amenable to automation at many steps, this study was carried out entirely without the benefit of robotics. Moreover, unlike approaches based on pre-digesting samples before separation, the ability to correlate identities made by native-state LC/LC MS with quantification from two-dimensional gels, which are even more accessible to small-scale projects, makes the use of both methods much more powerful than the sum of the two.
Similarly, most large-scale interactome projects require either the construction of large numbers of strains expressing affinity-tagged proteins or the generation of large numbers of high-quality antibodies (note that polyclonal antibodies often cross-react with many bacterial proteins). In contrast, cofractionation can be done with any wild-type or mutant strain without further strain construction.
The native-state LC/LC MS approach should be broadly applicable beyond E. coli. Proteomics based on peptide mass fingerprinting is strongly dependent on the availability of complete genome sequences; proteins can only be identified if they are in the database. With the rapid advances in the availability of complete genome sequences, this is no longer a problem for many microorganisms. The small size of bacterial genomes is a significant factor in the success of the approach described here, which used peptide mass fingerprinting alone to identify several components in complex mixtures. Eriksson et al. (2000) calculated the theoretical information content intrinsic to a peptide mass as a function of the genome size of the subject organism. This study validates their theoretical calculations and shows that for a genome of the size and complexity of E. coli, peptide mass fingerprinting is able to successfully deconvolute mixtures of proteins generated by two dimensions of chromatography.
Experimental procedures
Escherichia coli lysates
Escherichia coli K-12 strain MG1655 (Blattner et al., 1997) was grown overnight in M9 minimal medium (Miller, 1972) containing glucose (0.4%), uridine (50 mg ml -1 ), CaCl 2 (100 mm), MgSO 4 (2 mM). Then, 1 l cultures of the same medium plus (0.1% w/v) casamino acids (Difco) were inoculated with 10 ml of the overnight and grown to OD 600 = 0.5. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 g for 20 min in a JA-10 rotor (Beckman) and washed by resuspension in 20 mM Tris HCl, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.75 and centrifuged again. The pellet was resuspended in 6 ml of the same buffer and lysed by three passes through a chilled small French-pressure cell at 20 000 PSI. The lysate was centrifuged at 15 000 g for 25¢ in a JA-20 rotor. The supernatant was filtered through a non-binding 0.45 mm syringe filter before chromatography.
Two-dimensional electrophoresis
First, 300 mg of material from each anion exchange fraction was diverted for analysis by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Two-dimensional PAGE was performed at the Protein Chemistry Laboratory at Texas A & M University (http://www.calabreso.com/pcl/users.html). Briefly, acetone-precipitated anion-exchange samples were re-swelled into Igphor immobilized gradient gels (14 cm pH 3-10 NL) (Pharmacia) and focused for 60-80 000 Volt hours. After reduction and exchange in SDS and DTT, 12% SDS gels (13 ¥ 16cm) were run in the second dimension and stained with Gel Code Blue (Pierce). pI's were determined by fitting a non-linear standard curve from Pharmacia as a function of gel length and adjusted to proteins with known migration (e.g. DnaK, GroEL). Apparent molecular weight was determined by a standard ladder applied to the leftmost portion of the gel after loading of the iso-electric gel strip.
Chromatography
For the liquid separation of clarified lysates, the following procedure was used. Approximately half of the cell-lysate was applied to a 1 ml SOURCE 15Q (Pharmacia) resin packed into a Waters AP-1 glass column pre-equilibrated in 20 mM NaCl, 30 mM Bis-Tris, 15 mM Tris-HCl at a pH of 7.50 or 8.75. A segmented gradient from 20 mM to 1 M NaCl was run over approximately 150 column volumes at a flow rate of 3 ml min -1 on an ÄKTA Explorer HPLC. Then, 5 ml fractions were collected from the anion-exchange separation. For the second dimension, each anion exchange fraction was brought up to 1.5 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 100 mM KPO 4 buffer at pH 7.0. This was applied to a 1 ml SOURCE 15Phe (Pharmacia) resin packed into a Waters AP-1 glass column preequilibrated in the same buffer. A segmented gradient of 1.5 M to 0 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 was used over approximately 15 column volumes. Then, 0.5 ml fractions were collected directly into microdialysis cassettes (Pierce), and arrayed into foam racks and exhaustively dialysed against 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Denaturation, digestion and MALDI were performed essentially as described elsewhere (Park and Russell, 2000) . Spectra were acquired on a Perseptive Biosystems Voyager Elite XL TOF with a pulsed nitrogen laser at 337 nm. The dried samples were resuspended in 100-270 ml of water mixed with MALDI matrix (35 mM a-cyano-4-hydroxy-cinnaminic acid/MeOH) to a final matrix concentration of ª 10 mM and <0.5 ml was spotted in duplicate onto 35 mM overlayers of matrix in MeOH (Edmondson and Russell, 1996) . The samples were analysed in reflectron mode with 25 kV accelerating voltage, a grid voltage of 17.5 kV and a delayed extraction time of 150 ns. Signals from 100 laser shots were averaged per spectrum. Two-point calibration was performed using angiotensin I and neurotensin ([M + H] + = 1296.6853, [M + H] + = 1672.9175) and a lowmass gate of 500 Da was used.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-delayed extraction reflectron-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI DE-R-TOF) spectra were taken from digests of each of the HIC fractions from the HPLC separations. Four separate lysates prepared on different days were used to generate the proteome separations. Two different pHs were utilized in the anion-exchange separation, each performed twice. Peak picking was done by the operator using GRAMS/32 software, and peptide-mass fingerprinting was performed as described below. In total, nearly 2000 spectra were annotated and analysed for protein content by peptide mass fingerprinting.
Peptide mass fingerprinting
Proteins were identified from the resulting peptides using MS-FIT AND PROTEIN PROSPECTOR. The algorithm that generates the MOWSE score, and the ranking for MS-FIT outputs is detailed in Pappin et al., (1993) and (http://prospector. ucsf.edu). The utility of peptide-mass fingerprinting of single proteins, and more recently protein mixtures, has been shown and applied to multiple experimental systems (Mann et al., 1993; Yates et al., 1993; Shevchenko et al., 1996; Jensen et al., 1997) . Peptide masses were searched against the most current SWISS-PROT database with no constraints on pI or MW. No post-translational modifications were allowed and species was limited to E. coli. A mass error of 300 p.p.m. was applied and one missed cleavage was allowed. For our case, the following database matching criteria in MS-FIT were applied: (i) The identified protein must come from the correct strain of E. coli. As multiple strains of E. coli have been sequenced, false-positive protein matches often occur with different strains. For example, a common false positive protein from bacterial searches of E. coli is TraI, a gene located on the F¢ plasmid and not present in the E. coli strain we used, K-12 MG1655. (ii) The sequence coverage of the putative protein identified must be greater than 25%. (iii) The assigned peptides for any given identification must have mass accuracy error consistent in magnitude and trend with other peptides assigned to the same protein. Our average mass error was 20 p.p.m., with a standard deviation of 20 p.p.m., and our error rarely exceeded 50 p.p.m. The MOWSE algorithm is insensitive to error regardless, which is why a high (300 p.p.m) tolerance was allowed. Multiple proteins could be identified in the same fraction, by removing the peptides assigned to the first protein and resubmitting the remaining peaks in a recursive process. Identification of the same protein in adjacent fractions in both separation dimensions, allowed many orphan peptides to be assigned when they fell below threshold criteria.
DNA microarrays
Total RNA was isolated from three independent cultures grown under identical conditions as those used for protein samples. RNA isolation, synthesis of 33 P-labelled cDNA probes using E. coli gene-specific primers (Sigma-Genosys), and hybridization to Panorama E. coli gene arrays (SigmaGenosys), was performed as described previously (Arnold et al., 2001 ) with the following modifications. Before cultures were harvested by centrifugation, one-eighth volume of icecold ethanol/phenol stop solution (5% water-saturated phenol (pH < 7.0) in ethanol) was added to stop RNA degradation (Lin-Chao and Cohen, 1991; Lee et al., 2002) . Before cDNA synthesis, RNA samples were treated with RQ1 RNAasefree DNAase (Promega), followed by two extractions with phenol and phenol:CHCl 3 , ethanol precipitation and resuspension in DEPC-treated deionized water. For quantification, filters were exposed to a phosphorimager screen, which was scanned at 100 micron resolution using a Fujix BAS2000 phosphorimager.
The Fujix BAS image files were analysed using VISAGE HDG ANALYZER software (R.M. Lupton) running on a Sun Microsystems ULTRA10 workstation. The integrated intensity (I.I.) of each spot is the sum of the value of each pixel within the boundaries of the spot minus the local background. The I.I. values, which are expressed in arbitrary units, were exported to MICROSOFT EXCEL for further analysis. The 294 blank spots on the arrays were used to define a background expression level (0.45 ± 0.34 arbitrary units). Based on the visual examination of individual spots, we concluded that I.I. values >1.8 (background plus four SD) represented real signals. This cutoff was used in identifying transcripts for the genes encoding the proteins we observed.
